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Thinking diatonically in functional harmony, we harmonize and build chords based on the diatonic scale (Basic scale and its modes). This creates strong and common chords. But what happens if we build chords based on the melodic Small Scale? Well, it won't be considered functional harmony, but the chords certainly sound interesting.
Learning the chords of melodic minor will also help tremendously in the practical application of scale. And this practicality is manifested in solo, composition and general thinking of chord relationships. This article will offer some important triads and seventh chords melodic the Small Scale and how we build these chords! First, let's define
the melodic insignificant scale of the Melodic Small Scale determined by the following degrees of the scale: 1 2 ♭3 4 5 6 7 Or, alternatively, at the following intervals: w-h-w-w-w-h 'w'whole step - half' The only difference between melodic Small Scale and Main Scale is the degree of the third scale. Major has a large third, while Melodic
Small has a small third. This one difference note may not seem like a big deal. But it changes the harmony of the scale quite a bit, resulting in different chords than on a larger scale. I'll add here that we'll discuss the melodic Minor is a Jazz sense compared to the classic sense. This means that we use it as a single scale. Classical
Melodic Minor is a single-scale ascendant (real melodic minor) and a downward other scale (natural minor or 6th Mode of The Big Scale). To better build chords from melodic small, I'll write his modes. It's easier for me to build chords when I look at modes, because the scales refer to a new root. This simplifies the definition of third, fifth,
seventh and extensions. Each mode is built from a different degree of scale. Thus, the first mode of melodic small scale is built on the first note (so it is the same), and the second scale mode is built on the second note, and so on. The degrees of the regime scale are a reference to its new starting point. The modes of melodic small scale
are: modes provide us with simple starting points/roots/1, which make it easy to build chords on each of the notes of the melodic small scale. So with this primer, let's get into the meat of this article! Let's start with the Grated chords of the Tert chords, built by laying thirds. These thirds can be either large (interval of 4 half-tones) or
insignificant (interval of 3 half tones). Let's see how many Grated chords are in the melodic Small Scale, starting with each of its large-scale degrees. We will cover only triads and seventh chords here. Extensions can be added on your own  to make things easy to conceptualize, we will cover the chords of a particular C Melodic Small
Scale. Made from the following notes: C D E♭ F G A B Here are triads along with their modal scale. Check back on the modes presented earlier for clarification: As we can see above, there are some notes on the scale that give a few triads. I'm very interested that the 7th note, B, offers both the darkest (reduced) and the brightest
(supplemented) triads! As we noted earlier, there is only one difference between a melodic small and a large scale. This difference is great in terms of harmonization of scales: the main scale gives 3 basic, 3 minor, and 1 decreased triad, and only 1 triad per note. Melodic Small, on the other hand, includes all 4 triads. It has 2 major, 2
minor, 2 decreased, and 3 supplemented triads. Note the G and B increases. They are indeed triads C melodic small scale, but do not have a proper third and fifth degree scale according to their mode. Enharmonically, ♭4 is the same as 3, and ♭6 is the same as ♯5. Basically, this means that we have the same notes, but different letter
names for these notes based on our reference scale. Another interesting note about the added triads is that if in the harmonization of the scale there is 1 supplemented triad, then automatically there are 2 more! Stacking 2 main thirds creates an augmented triad, and if we stack another large third, we reach our octave. E♭, G and B
supplemented triads all have the same exact 3 notes. Let's take a look at the Grated Seventh Chords C Melodic Small Scale Notice that we have fewer grated seventh chords than we have triads. This is only because we keep the Tertian harmony in mind, and only by using minor and basic third intervals to build our chords. The Melodic
Small Scale offers harmonization of 5 of a possible 7 different Grated seventh chords (the main scale offers 4). There's a lot of harmonic variety in the melodic small scale! Like most of our common heptathlon scales, the 5th degree melodic small scale offers a dominant seventh chord, making the V7-i cadence the perfect cadence. In the
case of C Melodic Minor, this cadence is made with the G7-Cmin/maj7. These are Grated chords, harmonized with the melodic Small Scale. But there are many other chords that can be made: We have suspended chords, pseudo triads, modal chords, quarter chords, second chords, non-grated seventh chords (just put some names on
the possibility). The bottom line is that any combination of 3 or more notes. This means that on any heptatonic scale (having 7 notes), we have 99 possible unique chords (not including all their different voicing). 35 chords from three notes, 35 chords from music, 21 chords of five music and 7 six music notes 1 seven-volume chord No. 99
unique chords for imitation of nuclear detonation, see music theory, the term small scale scale refers to three scale paintings - natural small scale (or Aeolian mode), harmonic small scale, and melodic small scale (rising or descending) - rather than just one as with a major scale. In each of these weights, the first, third and fifth degree
scales form minor triads (rather than the main triads, as on a large scale). In some contexts, a small scale is used to refer to any heptatonic scale with this property (see relevant modes below). The natural insignificant scale of the Ratio to the relatively large natural insignificant scale (or Aeolian mode) is a diatonic scale that is constructed
starting with the sixth degree of its relative scale. For example, a natural insignificant scale can be built by starting with the 6th degree of major C: because of this, the key minor is called the relative minor of Major C. Each main key has a relative minor that starts at the 6th degree or a step. For example, since the 6th grade F major D, the
relative minor Major F is D insignificant. Attitudes to a parallel large natural insignificant scale can also be built by changing large scales with random ones. Thus, the natural insignificant scale is represented by the following notations: 1, 2, ♭3, 4, 5, ♭6, ♭7, 8 Each degree of the scale, starting with the tonic (the first, lowest note of the scale),
is represented by numbers. They are shown to differ from large scales. Thus, the number without an apartment is the main (or ideal) interval. The room with the apartment is a minor interval. In this example the numbers mean: 1 (perfect) unison 2 - major second ♭3 - minor third 4 - perfect fourth 5 - perfect fifth ♭6 - minor sixth ♭7 - minor
seventh 8 (perfect) octave for example, a natural insignificant scale can be built by reducing the third, sixth and seventh degrees of the main scale by one half-ton: Because of this, the key is called a minor. Intervals This pattern of whole and half steps characterizes natural insignificant scales. The intervals between the notes of the natural
insignificant scale follow the sequence below: the whole, half, whole, complete, whole, whole, where the whole tone means the whole tone (red u-shaped curve in the picture), and half means half-tone (red corner line in the picture). Natural insignificant scale as much as possible ovaya. The Harmonic Small Scale Construction theme in
harmonic minor from the opening of Schumann's First Symphony (1841) The Harmonic Insignificant Scale (or the Eoli ♯7 Scale) has the same notes as the natural insignificant scale, except that the seventh rises one half-ton, creating an enlarged second between the sixth and seventh degrees. Thus, the harmonic insignificant scale is
represented by the following notation: 1, 2, ♭3, 4, 4, ♭6, 7, 8 Thus, a harmonious insignificant scale can be built by reducing the 3rd and 6th degrees of parallel scale by one half-ton. Because of this design, the 7th degree harmonic small scale functions as a leading tone to the tonic, because it is half a ton lower than the tonic, not the
whole tone lower than the tonic as it is on a naturally insignificant scale. The intervals between the notes of the harmonic insignificant scale follow the sequence below: whole, half, whole, whole, half, supplemented second, half Harmony Scale is called harmonic insignificant scale, because it is the common basis for harmony (chords) in
minor keys. For example, in key minor, the dominant (V) chord (triad is built on a 5th degree scale, E) is a minor triad on a natural small scale. But when the seventh degree rises from G♮ to G♯, the triad becomes the main triad. Chords on degrees other than V can also include a raised 7th degree, such as a reduced triad on the VII (viio),
which has a dominant function, as well as an augmented triad on III (III), which is not found in any natural harmony (i.e. harmony, which derives from the harmonization of the seven Western regimes that include core and minor). This augmented fifth chord (♯5 chord) played a role in the development of modern chromatism. Triads, built on
each degree of the scale, follow a clear pattern. The Roman analysis of the figures is shown below. An interesting feature of the harmonic secondary scale is that it contains two chords, each of which is generated only by one interval: the supplemented triad (III), which is generated by a large 3/3 reduced seventh chord (viio7), which is
generated by a small 33, because they are generated only by one interval, inversions of the augmented triads and reduced seventh chords do not introduce any new intervals (allowing that any inversion of the enlarged triad (or reduced seventh chord) enharmonically equivalent to a new enlarged triad (or reduced seventh chord) in the
root position♭♭. that enharmonically equivalent to an augmented triad G-B-D♯. One chord, with different spelling, can therefore have different harmonic functions in different keys. Beethoven (e.g. the finale of his string quartet No. 14) and Schubert (e.g. in the first part of the Death and Virgo quartet). In this role, it is used in descent much
more often than during the ascent. Harmonic minor is also sometimes referred to as the Mohammed scale, as its upper tetrachord corresponds to Hijaz jeans, usually Mid-Middle Music. The harmonic small scale is generally called Nahavand in the Arabic nomenclature, as Beselik Hikaz in the Turkish nomenclature, and as an Indian rag, it
is called Keeravani/Kirwani. The Hungarian small scale is similar to a harmonious secondary scale, but with a raised 4th degree. This scale is sometimes also referred to as Gypsy Running, or as an alternative to the Egyptian Small Scale, as mentioned by Miles Davis, who describes it in his autobiography as something I learned in
Juilliard. In popular music, examples of songs in harmonic minor include Katie B's Easy Please Me, Bobby Brown's My Prerogative, and Jazmine Sullivan's Bust Windows. The scale also had a notable impact on heavy metal, spawning a subgenre known as neoclassical metal, with guitarists such as Yngwie Malmsteen, Richie Blackmore
and Randy Rhoades using it in their music. Melodic minor scale See also: Jazz Scale - Melodic minor scale Modes Construction Distinctive sound of harmonic minor scale comes from the increased second between the sixth and seventh degrees of the scale. While some composers used this interval to take advantage of the melodic
composition, others felt it was a clumsy leap, especially in vocal music, and preferred a whole step between these degrees of scale for a smooth melody writing. To rule out an enlarged second, these composers either raised the sixth degree with a half-ton or lowered the seventh to half a ton. A melodic insignificant scale is formed by both
of these solutions. In particular, the raised sixth appears in the ascending form of the scale, while the lowered seventh appears in the downward form of the scale. Traditionally, these two forms are called: the ascending melodic minor scale (also known as seconda heptatonia, citation necessary by the jazz minor scale, or Ionic ♭3): This
form of the scale is also the 5th mode of the acoustic scale. downward melodic insignificant scale: This form is identical to a natural insignificant scale. The ascending and descending forms of melodic minor scale are shown below: The Ascending melodic minor scale can be reported as 1, 2, ♭3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, while the downward melodic
insignificant scale is 1, 2, ♭3, 4, 5, ♭6, ♭7, 8 Using these notations, two melodic minor scales can be built by changing the parallel scale. Using the theme in G melodic minor from the opening of the second concert in L'estro armonico Vivaldi (1711) At the convention, in modern notation (and for tonal music written since the days of normal
practice), key signatures are usually based only on the basic (Ionian mode) or minor (natural minor or Eolian mode) key, rather than on modes like the Doriana regime. Composers have not been consistent in their use forms of melodic minor scale. Also often composers choose to choose shape or other based on whether one of the two
notes is part of the last chord (prevailing harmony). (quote is necessary) Composers often require a reduced 7th degree found in a natural minor to avoid an augmented triad (III) that occurs in the ascending form of the scale. In jazz, only the ascending form of the scale is called melodic minor. In Indian karnatic music, this melodic
secondary scale corresponds to Gurymanohari. (quote needed) Examples of the use of melodic minor in rock and popular music include Elton John Sorry seems to be the hardest word that makes , a nod to the common practice ... use of F♯ (leading tone in G minor) as the penultimate note of the final cadence. A key signature in modern
notation, a key signature for small-key music, is usually based on natural minor-scale randomness rather than on harmonic or melodic secondary scales. For example, the part in E minor will have one sharp in its key signature because the E natural insignificant scale has one sharp (F♯). The basic and minor keys, which have the same
key signature, are relative to each other. For example, F major is a relative major D minor, as both have key signatures with the same apartment. Since the natural insignificant scale is built on the 6th degree of the main scale, the tonic of the relative minor is one of the main sixth above the tonic of a large scale. For example, B minor is a
relatively minor Major D because the B note is the main sixth above D. As a result, the key signatures B minor and D major have two sharp (F♯ and C♯). Similar modes Sometimes scales, the root of which, the third and fifth degree form a minor triad, are considered minor weights. In the Western system derived from the Greek regimes,
the main scale, which includes a small third, is the Aeolian regime (natural insignificant scale), with a small third also taking place in Dorian mode and Frigia mode. Dorian mode is a minor mode with a basic sixth, while Phrygian mode is a minor mode with a slight second. The Lokrian mode (which is very rarely used) has a small third, but
not a perfect fifth, so its root chord is a reduced triad. Although the various hemitonic clarifications are necessary pentatonic scales can be called insignificant, the term is most often applied to a relatively insignificant pentatonic scale obtained as a regimen of the main pentatonic scale, using the tone scale of 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 of the natural
insignificant scale. Cm. also the diatonic functionality of Jazz minor Jazz Scale Fashions melodic minor scale Main references - Kostka, Stefan; Dorothy Payne (2004). Tonal Harmony (5th St. New York: McGraw Hill. 12. ISBN 0-07-285260-7. Prout, Ebenezer (1889). Harmony: Her theory and practice, pg. 15, 74, London, Augener. Forte,
Allen (1979). Tonal Harmony, p.13. Third edition. Holt, Rinehart, and ISBN 0-03-020756-8. United States Patent: 5386757 - Makam Nihawand, Maqamworld.com. Buselik Makam, Oud.Eclipse.co.uk. Davis, Miles; The troupe, quincy (1990). Miles, autobiography. Simon Schuster. page 64. ISBN 0-671-72582-3. Neo-classical metal music
Genre Review (en) AllMusic. AllMusic. Received 2018-11-26. Forte, Allen (1979). Tonal Harmony, page 13. Third edition. Holt, Rinehart and Winston. ISBN 0-03-020756-8. Stevenson (2002), p.41. Bruce Benward and Marilyn Nadine Saker (2003), Music: In Theory and Practice, Seventh Edition (Boston: McGraw Hill), vol. I, p. 37. ISBN
978-0-07-294262-0. Further reading Hewitt, Michael. 2013. Music scales of the world. A tree of notes. ISBN 978-0-9575470-0-1. Yamaguchi, Masaya. 2006. Full thesaurus of musical scales, revised edition. New York: Masayi Music Services. ISBN 0-9676353-0-6. External Links Listen and download the agreed-upon minor scale of piano
MP3s Interactive harmonic scale on guitar modes melodic small scale natural minor scales explained on a virtual piano extracted from the melodic minor chords guitar. melodic minor chords progression. melodic minor chords piano. melodic minor chords and modes. melodic minor chords jazz. melodic minor scale chords. c melodic minor
chords. d melodic minor chords
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